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Description 
 

⦿ NANO SCAN GEL is a brush-on type formula that does not create any 

microscopic dust, which has been an issue with the conventional spray types, 

improving work environment and eliminating harmful effects on user‘s health. 

 

⦿ Since the NANO SCAN GEL can be applied as a very thin layer, it produces more 

accurate scan results. 

⦁Single application of NANO SCAN GEL : Approximately 5 um 

⦁Single application of SCAN SPRAY : Approximately 12 to 15 um 

※ With the NANO SCAN GEL, the amount used in a single application is  only a half –one third 

the amount used with the conventional spray type. 

 

⦿ NANO SCAN GEL can be applied precisely on the area desired using a brush. 

Since the spray type does not ensure an even application, much of the product can 

be wasted on unnecessary areas and requires more time to remove. 

 

⦿ NANO SCAN GEL can be easily removed after scanning using a toothbrush with 

steam or with running water. It can also be removed using wet wipes. As for the 

scan spray, it is difficult to remove with running water or steam and can be time 

consuming. 

Time required for application and removal based on implant full case 

 
Application time Removal time (Steam)  

NANO SCAN GEL approx. 30 seconds approx. 15 seconds 

SCAN SPRAY approx. 15 seconds approx. 30 seconds 
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⦿ NANO SCAN GEL is economical. 

⦁NANO SCAN GEL 1ea (10ml) : can be used for approximately  500  to 700 applications 

⦁SCAN SPRAY 1ea (250gram) : can be used for approximately  50 to100 applications 

 

⦿ NANO SCAN GEL should be stored with the cap on. Before usage, shake once or 

twice before opening the cap. If the cap is left off during usage, the moisture in the 

product may evaporate over time, so keep it covered during usage.  

※ For reference, NANO SCAN GEL does not require thinner. NANO SCAN GEL does not 

congeal like the Die Spacer. 

 

⦿ NANO SCAN GEL can produce precise scan results on wax or gum. However, a 

coating of Vaseline or separator on the gum can interfere with the vein application 

of NANO SCAN GEL. We recommend cleaning the surface before applying the gel. 

※ Tip: The product is more convenient to use after washing or steaming the model after 

removing from impression body. 

 

 

 


